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a b s t r a c t
In natural environments, the sequestration or release of U(VI) is usually affected by the coexistence of natural organic matters (NOM). Former works mainly concentrated on the design of novel adsorbents for the
preconcentration of U(VI), while there is a knowledge gap between the coupled adsorption process in the
mixed U(VI)-advanced materials-NOM system. Herein, the incorporation of multi-walled carbon nanotubes
into zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (denoted as MWCNTs/ZIF-8) was achieved and applied to sequester U
(VI) and humic acids (HA) simultaneously from aquatic environments. The mutual effects of simultaneous U
(VI) and HA adsorption affected by various water chemistry and the U(VI)/HA addition sequences were studied
systematically. The saturated adsorption amounts were 200.77 and 55.68 mg/g for U(VI) and HA at pH 5.0, respectively, which are higher than most traditional adsorbents. U(VI) adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was pHdependent but independent on ionic strength, revealing that the coordination between Zn atoms and U(VI)
ions was the main reason for U(VI) sequestration, which was further evidenced by the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. U(VI) adsorption was improved signiﬁcantly with the coexistence of HA owing to the appearance of
HA-U(VI)-MWCNTs/ZIF-8 ternary complexes, but was independent on the addition sequences, disclosing that
U(VI) ions preferred to bind directly onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 instead of via HA. The addition sequence exerted an obvious effect on HA adsorption due to the different adsorption scenario. These ﬁndings are essential to predict U
(VI) behaviors in geological environments.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The knowledge of the sequestration or release of radionuclides in
geo-environment is crucial for assessing the feasibility and safety of potential nuclear waste disposal sites [1]. Uranium is the main fuel for nuclear energy. Thus, the migration and transformation behaviors of
uranium in geological environments have attracted worldwide concern
[2–4].
Organic humic acids (HA) present ubiquitously in natural geological
environments and possess various kinds of functionalities including
phenol, amine, hydroxyl, carboxylic and quinone functional groups,
which are anticipated to offer numerous potential binding sites for radionuclides [1,5,6]. Besides, HA is soluble in natural aquatic environments and can form complexes and colloids. Therefore, the speciation
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of radionuclides can be signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the coexistence of
HA, further inﬂuencing the transport and transformation behaviors of
radionuclides [5,7]. Moreover, HA also participates in the physicochemical behaviors of adsorbents. For instance, Hyung et al. observed that HA
greatly improved the stability and transport of carbon nanotubes in
aquatic systems, thus affecting their adsorption property [8]. Recently,
Shi et al. found that HA affected the transformation of ferrihydrite into
hematite/goethite and further inﬂuenced the preconcentration behaviors of As(V) onto Fe minerals [6]. On the other hand, HA can also affect
the adsorption of some chemical species, mainly radionuclides due to
the presence of strong complexes on the adsorbent surface [9–12]. For
instances, the capture of U(VI) by TiO2−x and Fe3O4@MnOx was improved with the coexistence of HA due to the formation of HAUO+
2 species [10,11]. Song et al. found that the coexistence of HA improved U(VI)
sequestration by cyclodextrin-modiﬁed graphene oxide nanosheets at
low pH while decreased U(VI) adsorption at high pH [12]. The mutual
effects of U(VI) and HA co-adsorption onto adsorbents are dependent
on water chemistry and the physicochemical properties of adsorbents.
Thus, probing the sequestration/release behaviors of U(VI) on newly-
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developing adsorbents with the coexistence of HA is still of great
importance.
Emerging water-stable metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and their
corresponding composites possessing different functionalities have
shown great potential application prospects in the area of removing radionuclides from aquatic environments because of the large speciﬁc
surface area, controlled porosity and structural tailorability [2,13,14].
Nowadays, detailed studies were conducted by conventional batch
techniques to probe adsorption kinetics, adsorption thermodynamics,
effects of water chemistry and speciﬁc adsorbed U(VI) species in the U
(VI) capture process by MOF-based materials [15–17]. The
preconcentration behavior of U(VI) on these materials is closely related
to the contact time, solution pH, background electrolyte, initial U(VI)
concentration and temperature. Nevertheless, almost all studies mainly
focused on the design of advanced MOF-based materials to enhance the
adsorption capacity [18], to improve the selectivity [19] or to broaden
the adsorption edge for the capture of U(VI) [20,21]. Although great
progress achieved in recent years, there is still a lack of both mechanistic
and quantitative understanding on the coupled capture process of U(VI)
with the coexistence of natural organic matters (NOM), which is essential for predicting the sequestration or release process of U(VI) in the
geochemical environments.
In this study, zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8) was acted as a
MOF model because of its excellent adsorption performance for U(VI)
[2,16,22]. The incorporation of multi-walled carbon nanotubes into ZIF8 (denoted as MWCNTs/ZIF-8) was achieved under precise stepwise control and tested to capture both radionuclides and organic pollutants from
aquatic environments. U(VI) was served as the radionuclide model. The
keynotes of the present study were (i) to study the sequestration behaviors of U(VI) and HA onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 composites as a function of contact time, initial pH, ionic strength and temperature in binary system; (ii)
to probe the mutual inﬂuences of U(VI)/HA and the effects of addition sequences on the sequestration behaviors of HA/U(VI) by MWCNTs/ZIF-8 in
ternary system; (iii) to simulate U(VI) and HA adsorption isotherms and
to assess their adsorption capacities onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8; and (iv) to uncover the underlying adsorption mechanism by the characterization of Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). These ﬁndings are crucial for understanding the interaction of U(VI) and HA with MOF-based materials
in the cleanup process of radioactive and nonradioactive toxic substances,
which are also essential to evaluate the fate and transport of radionuclides
in natural environments.
2. Experimental methods
2.1. Preparation of MWCNTs/ZIF-8 composites
The commercial MWCNTs were oxidized according to a previous report [23]. The procedures for preparing MWCNTs/ZIF-8 composites
were as follows: ﬁrstly, 2 mL of functionalized MWCNTs suspension
(4 mg/mL) was added into 48 mL of methanol under stirring; secondly,
2.4 g of Zn(NO3)2 6H2O was added and kept agitation for 2 h; thirdly,
1.3 g of 2-methylimidazole dissolved in 96 mL methanol was introduced
slowly; ﬁnally, the mixtures were stirred for another 4 h, and then the
products were collected, puriﬁed with methanol and dried at 80 °C for
one night in a vacuum oven.
2.2. Characterization
The chemical composition of MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was probed by using Xray diffractions (XRD) on a Rigaku/max 2550 diffractometer under Cu
Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). The morphologies of the MWCNTs/ZIF-8
were ﬁnished with a ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscope
(SEM, Hitachi S-4800) and transmission electron microscope (TEM,
Tecnai-G2 20 E-TWIN). Their surface areas and pore size distributions
were measured on an Autosorb-1 analyzer at 77 K with the help of
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. The XPS spectra of the

MWCNTs/ZIF-8 and U(VI)-loaded MWCNTs/ZIF-8 were carried out on
a Thermo VG RSCAKAB 250×.
2.3. Batch adsorption procedures
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was tested for its ability to adsorb U(VI)/HA by the
batch adsorption method. At room temperature, desired concentrations
of MWCNTs/ZIF-8 suspension, U(VI)/HA solutions and NaClO4 solution
were mixed in the polyethylene tubes. The pH values in the polyethylene tubes were achieved by the adjustment of HCl/NaOH
(0.001–0.1 mol/L). The adsorption isotherms were conducted at
pH 5.0 under a series of initial concentrations (0–200 mg/L for U(VI)
and 0–60 mg/L for HA). All the preset suspensions were oscillated in a
shaking table for 24 h to assure the adsorption equilibrium. After centrifugation, the concentrations of U(VI) were detected by Arsenazo III
spectrophotometric method at 650 nm. The HA concentrations were detected on a UV–vis spectrophotometer (UV-2550, Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan) at 259 nm. The capture rate (capture (%)) and the capture
amount (Qe (mg/g)) of U(VI)/HA were calculated as follows:
capture ð%Þ ¼ ðC 0 −C e Þ=C 0  100%

ð1Þ

Q e ¼ ðC 0 −C e Þ  V=m

ð2Þ

where V represents the total volume of the adsorption system, m represents the adsorbent mass (g), and C0 and Ce represent the initial and
equilibrium concentrations (mg/L) of U(VI)/HA.
The effect of the addition sequences on the sequestration behaviors
of U(VI)/HA onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was also probed. The addition sequences were as follows: (i) U(VI), NaClO4, and the capturer were
pre-mixed for 24 h before the introduction of HA [represented as
(MWCNTs/ZIF-8 + U(VI))-HA]; and (ii) the capturer, NaClO4, and HA
were pre-mixed for 24 h before the introduction of U(VI) [represented
as (MWCNTs/ZIF-8 + HA)-U(VI)].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization
Scheme 1 illustrates the procedures for preparing MWCNTs/ZIF-8.
Firstly, MWCNTs were functionalized with carboxylic groups (-COOH)
via HNO3 and KMnO4 oxidations and were further served as nucleation
centers for the loading of ZIF-8 particles. Secondly, appropriate amounts
of zinc ion precursors and 2-methylimidazole ligands were introduced
subsequently into the suspension of the functionalized MWCNTs to
grow the ZIF-8 particles. Finally, ZIF-8 particles were decorated onto
MWCNTs. Fig. 1A displays that all the diffraction peaks of MWCNTs/
ZIF-8 matched well with that of ZIF-8 [16] and no peaks assigned to
MWCNTs were found owing to their relatively low diffraction intensities. Fig. 1B illustrates that the decorated ZIF-8 particles are uniform
with an average size of 500 nm. The TEM image of MWCNTs/ZIF-8
(Fig. 1C) reveals that the intertwined MWCNTs are penetrating through
ZIF-8 particles. Fig. 1D illustrates that the N2 adsorption isotherms of
both ZIF-8 and MWCNTs/ZIF-8 composites show combined type I and
IV isotherms with hysteresis loops at 0.5 b P/P0 b 1.0, denoting the
mesoporous structures. Moreover, the sharp adsorption isotherms in
the P/P0 b 0.1 suggest the presence of micropores. These results disclose
the hierarchical porous structures of MWCNTs/ZIF-8, which can be veriﬁed from the results of its pore size distribution (Fig. 1E) and can facilitate the diffusion of radionuclides through the pores of MWCNTs/ZIF-8.
3.2. Adsorption kinetics and effect of adsorbent dosage
Fig. 2A shows the time proﬁles of U(VI)/HA immobilization onto the
obtained composite. It illustrates that the preconcentration rates were
very fast within 50 min, and the preconcentration process almost
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the approach used for the preparation of the MWCNTs/ZIF-8.

+
+
2+
that UO2+
are the dom2 , UO2OH , (UO2)3(OH)5 and (UO2)2(OH)2
inated species at pH b 6.0. The appearance of surface complexes between U(VI) and the MWCNTs/ZIF-8 adsorption sites (denoted as
+
≡SOH) including ≡SOUO +
2 , ≡SOUO 2 OH, ≡SO(UO 2 ) 2 (OH) 2 and ≡SO
(UO2)3(OH)5, was the dominated adsorption mechanism. With the
pH increasing from 2.0 to 6.0, the decrease in the surface charge of
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 would weaken the electrostatic repulsion between
≡SOH and cationic U(VI) species; thus U(VI) adsorption onto
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was gradually increased. At pH N 7.0, (UO2)2(CO3)
4−
and (UO2) 2(CO3 )2−
were the dominated existing species. The
3
2
adsorption decline trend can be traceable to the electrostatic repulsion between ≡SO− and these U(VI) species.
Fig. 3C illustrates that the capture rates of HA on MWCNTs/ZIF-8 reduced continuously with pH increasing from 2.0 to 11.0. Yang et al.
studied HA adsorption onto MWCNTs and MWCNTs/PAAM, and also
found similar adsorption trend [27]. Based on the Stockholm Humic
Model [28], the main existing HA species were shown in Fig. 3D. The adsorption decline trend was found to be in accordance with the declining
trend of HA+, suggesting that (≡SOH)HA+ and (≡SO−)HA may be the
main adsorbed species. Besides, the effective contact between ≡SO−
and HA− would be impeded due to their strong electrostatic repulsions,
further resulting in the adsorption reduce of HA in high pH range.

ﬁnished within 180 min. Such fast uptake kinetics was likely the consequence of the hierarchical porous structures of MWCNTs/ZIF-8. The
nonlinear simulations of the sequestration data by using pseudo-ﬁrstorder (PFO) and pseudo-second-order (PSO) models [24,25] are also
displayed in Fig. 2A and the simulation results are tabulated in
Table S1. The information on the models was listed detailly in the Supplementary Material. According to the R2 values, chi-square test (χ2)
values, and the approximation degree between the theoretical and calculated qe values, the PSO model describes the experimental data better,
disclosing a chemical adsorption process.
The inﬂuence of adsorbent dosage on the U(VI)/HA capture by this
composite was also probed (Fig. 2B). The adsorption rates of U(VI)
and HA increased obviously with increasing adsorbent dosage due to
more reaction sites present on the MWCNTs/ZIF-8 surface. The Kd
value was independent of adsorbent dosage under the experimental uncertainty, matching with the physicochemical properties of Kd values
and with previous studies [11,18,26].
3.3. The inﬂuence of solution pH in the simple system
Fig. 3A shows U(VI) adsorption edge by MWCNTs/ZIF-8, and the
maximum capture rate was obtained at pH = 6.0. Fig. 3B reveals
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Fig. 1. Characterizations of MWCNTs/ZIF-8 and ZIF-8. (A) XRD patterns; (B) SEM image of MWCNTs/ZIF-8; (C) TEM image of MWCNTs/ZIF-8; (D) nitrogen adsorption-desorption
isotherms; and (E) pore size distributions.
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Fig. 2. (A) Adsorption kinetic curves of U(VI) and HA onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 with C0 = 10.0 mg/L, T = 298 K, pH = 5.0 ± 0.1, m/V = 0.2 g/L and I = 0.01 M NaClO4; and (B) effect of
adsorbent dosage on the U(VI)/HA adsorption by MWCNTs/ZIF-8, pH = 5.0 ± 0.1, T = 298 K and I = 0.01 M NaClO4.

Generally, the property of the solution and the MWCNTs/ZIF-8 surface is affected by the ionic strength, which will further impact the binding of the adsorbed species [24]. And the formation of outer-sphere
complexes is more susceptible to the variation of background electrolyte concentration concerning that of inner-sphere complexes [16].
Fig. 3A illustrates that U(VI) capture rate is almost unaffected by the
ionic strength of NaClO4 in a wide pH range, which is consistent with
earlier reports [10,16]. Hayes and Leckie [29] proposed that ο-plane adsorption may occur when the adsorption reaction is independent of
ionic strength; otherwise, β-plane adsorption may proceed. Our results
disclose that U(VI) capture by this composite occurs in a manner of οplane complexation. Fig. 3C reveals that HA adsorption rates increase

90

with the increasing ionic strength. It was reported that the coiling of
HA molecules was enhanced with the increasing ionic strength [27].
Thus their structures became more compact and occupied smaller
areas of MWCNTs/ZIF-8 at higher ionic strength. Therefore, higher
ionic strength improves the adsorption rates of HA. Our earlier studies
also reported similar adsorption trend [26,27].
3.4. Adsorption isotherms and thermodynamic parameters
Fig. 4 illustrates the U(VI)/HA capture isotherms. The adsorption
amounts increase obviously with the increasing Ce, which can be
interpreted by the fact that more U(VI)/HA can offer stronger driving
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force to promote the mass transport of U(VI)/HA from the solution to
the composite surface and induce more collisions between U(VI)/HA
and the adsorption sites of MWCNTs/ZIF-8. The adsorption isotherm
reaches saturation with the further increasing Ce, suggesting the saturated adsorption. The maximal adsorption amounts of U(VI) and HA
are 200.77 and 55.68 mg/g, respectively, more than those of many
other materials (Table 1). Both Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms
were tested to describe the capture behaviors of U(VI) and HA on the
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 [30]. The information on the isotherm models was provided detailly in the Supplementary material. The correlation coefﬁcients (R2) (Table S2) and the ﬁtting curves (Fig. 4) disclose that the
Langmuir formula describes the capture behaviors better compared to
the Freundlich formula, which may be traceable to the chemical adsorption mechanism.
Fig. 4 also discloses that the preconcentration amounts of U(VI)/HA
increase with increasing system temperature, suggesting an endothermic preconcentration process. The negative value of ΔG0 (Table S3) denotes spontaneous preconcentration behaviors [16]. Also, ΔH0 value can
serve as an index to distinguish the type of preconcentration behaviors.
The ΔH0 values tabulated in Table S3 conﬁrm that the adsorption behaviors studied herein are endothermic and via chemical adsorption.
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Table 1
Comparison of U(VI) and HA adsorption on MWCNTs/ZIF-8 with other MOF- or CNTsbased materials.

U(VI)

HA

Materials

Experimental
conditions

Qmax
(mg/g)

AO-g-MWCNTs
MWCNTs-CDP
DIM-MWCNTs
CS-CNTs
CNT
MIL-101
MIL-101-NH2
UiO-66
SZ-2
MWCNTs/ZIF-8
MWCNT
Magnetic
MWCNTs coated
calcium
MCNT
MCNT/NDMA
MWCNTs/PAAM
MWCNTs/ZIF-8

T = 293 K, pH = 4.5
T = 293 K, pH = 6.0
T = 298 K, pH = 6.0
T = 298 K, pH = 4.0
T = 298 K, pH = 5.0
T = 298 K, pH = 5.5
T = 298 K, pH = 5.5
T = 298 K, pH = 5.5
T = 298 K, pH = 4.5
T = 298 K, pH = 5.0
T = 298 K, pH = 4.3
T = 288 K, pH = 7.0

145
66.16
54.9
126.7
41.48
20
90
109.9
58.18
200.77
55.56
97.08

[36]
[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[41]
[42]
[43]
This work
[44]
[45]

T = 298 K, pH = 4.5
T = 298 K, pH = 4.5
T = 298 K, pH = 5.0
T = 298 K, pH = 5.0

20.98
36.69
12.52
55.68

[46]
[46]
[27]
This work

Ref.

3.5. Desorption and regeneration
The desorption and regeneration ability of MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was further probed. After U(VI) capture, desorption was performed by using
0.1 mol/L Na2CO3 as the elution solution. Then the MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was
puriﬁed with Milli-Q water, dried at 60 °C in a vacuum oven and reused.
Fig. 5 illustrates that the adsorption amount of U(VI) reduces from 49.7
to 43.2 mg/g with increasing reuse times. The total decline in the adsorption rate is about 13% after recycling four times, disclosing the
good reusability of MWCNTs/ZIF-8.
3.6. U(VI) and HA co-adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 in mixed systems
Previous work mainly focused on the sequestration process of U(VI)
on advanced adsorbents [2,17], which did not adequately describe a real
aquatic system. Herein, batch techniques were also performed in ternary U(VI)-HA-MWCNTs/ZIF-8 system to probe the mutual effects of
U(VI) and HA co-adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8. In the ternary U(VI),
HA and MWCNTs/ZIF-8 coexisting system, ﬁve adsorption process
may occur including [5]: (i) only U(VI) adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF8; (ii) only HA adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8; (iii) U(VI) interaction
with HA; (iv) U(VI) and HA co-adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 with
the appearance of ternary surface complexes (MWCNTs/ZIF-8-U(VI)HA), where uranium species played as the “link” between MWCNTs/
ZIF-8 and HA; and (v) U(VI) and HA co-adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF8 with the formation of ternary surface complexes (MWCNTs/ZIF-8-

250

HA-U(VI)), where HA played as the “link” between MWCNTs/ZIF-8
and U(VI). Figs. 6A and B reveal that the U(VI) and HA adsorption in
the coexisting system are of mutual promotion. The adsorption trend
of U(VI) in the ternary system is similar to that in the binary one,
while the coexisting HA enhances U(VI) adsorption in agreement with
the earlier study [9]. Based on U(VI) species distribution with the coexistence of HA (Fig. 6C), a new kind of uranium species (HAUO+
2 ) appeared at pH 2.0–10.0 due to the interaction as mentioned above (iii).
The coexisting HA improved the preconcentration of U(VI) onto
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 in the pH range of 2.0–9.0, disclosing that HAUO+
2 species were adsorbed on the surface of MWCNTs/ZIF-8. Thus, surface
adsorbed HA can form a strong complex with U(VI) thereby improves
the U(VI) adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8.
Fig. 6B illustrates that the coexisting U(VI) exerts no signiﬁcant effect on HA adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 at pH b 3.0, suggesting
that the interaction (ii) was the dominated adsorption process at this
stage. At 3.0 b pH b 8.0, HA adsorption onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8 was significantly enhanced under the coexistence of U(VI). According to the species distribution of HA with the coexistence of U(VI) (Fig. 6D), the
content of HA− species didn't reduce, but partial HA+ species was replaced by the new HAUO+
2 species in the pH range of 2.0–8.0. The improvement of HA capture can be traceable to the scenario that HAUO+
2
rather than HA+ and HA− species adsorbed preferably on MWCNTs/
ZIF-8 than both HA+ and HA− species. At pH N 8.0, HA adsorption was
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interpreted by the scenario that U(VI) species were directly bound to
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 with HA addition attached to U(VI) units [1]. Our earlier
study also found that Cu(II) preconcentration by GO/Fe3O4 with the coexistence of fulvic acid was independent on the addition sequence at pH
b 5.5 [26], while another study reported that Pb(II) immobilization by
MWCNTs/PAAM with the coexistence of HA was remarkably impacted
by the addition sequence [27]. Such contradictory results were related
to the physicochemical properties of metal ions and adsorbents. Regarding HA adsorption, its adsorption rate was slightly higher in the
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 + U(VI)-HA system than that in MWCNTs/ZIF-8
+ HA-U(VI) (Fig. 6B). The pre-adsorbed ≡SO-UO2+
2 species can act as
“bridge” in the case of MWCNTs/ZIF-8 + U(VI)-HA system, which was
easy to form the ﬁnal ≡SO-UO2+
2 -HA species [7]. While in the
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 + HA-U(VI) system, the adsorption reaction needs a
possible modulation procedure to achieve the transformation of ≡SOHA to ≡SO-UO2+
2 -HA [11]. One reasonable scenario may be that the
pre-loaded HA was ﬁrstly desorbed, then interacted with U(VI) and ﬁnally co-immobilized onto MWCNTs/ZIF-8. This way needs a long
mass transport process from the solution to the MWCNTs/ZIF-8 surface
and is difﬁcult for the diffusion of HA and large HA-U(VI) species.
3.7. The chemical insights into outstanding performances of MWCNTs/ZIF-8

also facilitated with the coexistence of U(VI). One possible explanation
was that the electrostatic repulsion between MWCNTs/ZIF-8 and HA−
was reduced due to the co-capture of U(VI) and HA [11,12].
Figs. 6A and B also reveal that the addition sequence exerts an obvious effect on HA adsorption with respect to U(VI). Previous studies
demonstrated that the ternary ≡SO-metal ion-HA species were thermodynamically favored [1,7,31]. Thus, the preconcentration of U(VI) by
this composite under the coexistence of HA was nearly independent
on the addition sequences. This experimental phenomenon can be
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XPS spectra of U(VI)-loaded MWCNTs/ZIF-8, a new peak assigned to the
Zn-O-M peak centered at ca. 530.90 eV occurred [33]. These spectroscopic
results disclose that the coordination between Zn atoms and U(VI) ions is
the main driving force in the U(VI) sequestration process on the
MWCNTs/ZIF-8 surface, which is consistent with the ﬁndings in our previous study [16]. Fig. 7C illustrates the deconvoluted spectra of the U 4f
spectra to further elucidate the speciﬁc adsorbed U(VI) species. There
are two main peaks located at ca. 381 and 392 eV in U 4f peaks correlated
to the multiple splitting U 4f7/2 and U 4f5/2 signals, respectively [34]. The U
4f7/2 peaks can be deconvoluted into three peaks, i.e., a satellite peak at
385.45 eV [11,34] and the other two peak at 380.56 and 381.98 eV related
to different surface complex. At present experimental solution pH, the
proposed dominant surface species are ≡SOUO+
2 and ≡SO(UO2)3(OH)5,
while it was reported that the main ones were bidentate mononuclear
complexes [35]. Thus, the adsorbed surface species are (≡SO)2UO2 and
(≡SO)2UO2(OH)2−
2 . Generally, the coordination number is ﬁve or six in
the uranium equatorial plane. Other ligands in the adsorbed U(VI) complexes are H2O, which exert inferior inﬂuence on the uranium electronic
conﬁguration. It is well established that different ligands lead to different
binding energy in XPS spectra, and lone pair electrons of OH− results in
the increase of the outermost electron density. The constraint capability
of uranium nuclei to the electrons is therefore decreased, thus resulting
in lower binding energy. As a result, the signal at ca. 380.56 eV can be
assigned to (≡SO)2UO2(OH)2−
and the other one located at ca.
2
381.98 eV can be assigned to (≡SO)2UO2. Also, the shift in the binding energy of the (≡SO)2UO2 species with the coexistence of HA can be traceable
to the carboxyl groups in HA.
4. Conclusions
This study demonstrated that MWCNTs/ZIF-8 exhibited high
preconcentration ability for both U(VI) and HA from aquatic environments and highlighted the mutual effects of U(VI)/HA on their capture
process in a mixed system. This study contributes to evaluating the sequestration process of radionuclides and organic wastes on MWCNTs/
ZIF-8 composites, which are essential for the application of MOF-based
composites in wastewater remediation.
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